Abstract. SEAM is an enterprise architecture method that defines a visual language for modeling. Our goal is to provide formal semantics for SEAM. Model simulation, model comparison, and refinement verification are practical benefits we expect from this formalization. This paper complements the existing SEAM semantics by formalizing property-property relations. This formalization is based on the theory of multi-relations and Relation Partition Algebra (RPA).
Introduction
In enterprise architecture projects, an enterprise, its environment, and its information systems are analyzed and designed. In general, the EA frameworks such as ISA [1] , TOGAF [2] (for a more exhaustive list, see also [3] ) do not propose a visual modeling notation. SEAM (Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology) [4] is a visual EA method, based on Systems Thinking principles [5] . SEAM represents an enterprise and its environment as a hierarchy of systems (e.g. market, company, IT system, etc.) [4] . Figure 1 illustrates the SEAM visual notation: System S is modeled as a collaboration of two systems S1 and S2. System S1 is described by its observable properties P1, P2, and a behavior. The latter is represented by a set of actions A, B organized within activity AC. SEAM specifies three types of relations between its elements: property-property relations, action-action relations, and action-property relations. Our current research focuses on the definition of formal semantics for the SEAM visual language. In software engineering, formal methods have been successfully used in combination with UML [6] to formalize its visual notation, and to provide means for model analysis [7] , [8] . However, to our knowledge, no such experience in the domain of EA is reported in literature. Model simulation [9] , refinement verification [10] , and model comparison for SEAM specifications are the main benefits we expect from this formalization.
In our previous work [10] , formal semantics for SEAM properties, actions, activities, and action-property relations (Fig. 1 ) have been defined using higher-order logic and Refinement Calculus [11] . To complete the formalization of SEAM, the semantics for property-property relations and action-action relations has to be provided. This paper introduces a formal semantics for property-property relations, based on the Relation Partition Algebra (RPA) [13] and on the theory of multi-relations [12] . This semantics is especially useful for refinement propagation technique, explained in [10] : introduction, elimination, or modification of model elements (including property-property relations) affects the model correctness and consistency and requires model adjustments. Refinement propagation technique is based on the formal semantics of model elements. It defines the set of rules to enforce model consistency and correctness and allows to automate aforementioned adjustments.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the SEAM visual language and define its main modeling concepts. In Section 3 we present in more details the three types of relations defined in SEAM. In Section 4 we provide an extension of Relation Partition Algebra and the theory of multi-relations that formalizes the property-property relations in SEAM. Based on this formalization, we specify the consistency criteria for SEAM specifications. In Section 5 we discuss the related work. Section 6 presents our conclusions.
The SEAM visual modeling language
The SEAM ontology is based on the second part of the RM-ODP [14] specification. Based on this standard, the main modeling concepts such as property, state, action are defined. We briefly introduce these concepts below. For a detailed explanation, see [15] .
Any system or system component in SEAM is modeled as a working object. We distinguish between the following views of a working object: -Working object as a whole -a black box system specification; -Working object as a composite -a white box system specification.
A working object as a whole 1 describes a system by a number of properties P 1 . . . P m that specify data types, and behavior B.
We distinguish between primitive and compound properties. The former can be considered as an alias for an operational data type (e.g. Int, String, Boolean, etc.); the latter is defined by a set of component properties and references to properties using propertyproperty relations.
A state of the primitive property denotes a value of the corresponding operational type (e.g. 1, "ABC",true); a state of the compound property is defined by the states of its components and references. An activity starts with a control action, called 'Start' and finishes with a control action 'End'. Actions A and B are connected by a transition relation that specifies a sequential invocation of B after A terminates. Action B is connected with its successors by an and-split relation, which specifies that actions C and D are performed in parallel. Based on a joint-type (or-joint) of the last AA-relation towards the End symbol, the activity will terminate after at least one of the actions -C or D -terminates. We will address the formalization of AA-relations in our future work.
Action-Property(AP) Relations.
Contrary to languages like UML [6] , in which diagrams are specialized (e.g. class diagram, state diagram, activity diagram), SEAM describes system behavior and data structure within one diagram and provides explicit relations between them (Fig. 3) . A group of expressions on the destination end specifies an information, useful for specification simulation. Target expressions specify the relation type: Pre-, Post-conditions, or Updates; instance expressions specify the instance names to be used by the corresponding target expressions; select expressions (optional) specify the instance choice providing multiple instances available. In UML, this information is usually provided by annotated OCL [22] expressions. Action GDiv in Fig. 3 specifies a division operation and selects the greatest devisor if more then one is available. Property-Property (PP) Relations. Relation Partition Algebra (RPA) [13] defines 'partof' and 'use' relations as a special type of binary relations. These terms can be used to represent PP-relations in SEAM. Consider a system data structure defined by a number of data types (properties). The modularization of the data types (definition of compound properties) gives rise to the part-of relations ( In SEAM, part-of relations are used to designate the context, in which a property exists. These relations are depicted by a line with a 'black diamond' at its destination end and an expression at its source end, to be read " [ [destination] . Expressions specify relation multiplicity (usually, an integer-valued interval with a possibly infinite upper bound) and a list of instance names. The multiplicity constrains the minimum and the maximum allowable number of instances of a given property in the system. The multiplicity of the opposite relation end is constant and equal to 1 in the SEAM specifications (usually omitted).
Formalization of Property-Property Relations Using RPA
The Relation Partition Algebra (RPA) by Feijs and van Ommering [13] defines partof and use relations as special types of binary relations. The theory of multi-relations by Feijs and Krikhaar [12] defines a formalism, suitable for reasoning about relation multiplicities. We combine these theories and formalize PP-relations in SEAM as partof and use relations with multiplicities that can be also called SEAM multi-relations.
SEAM Multi-Relations
Multi-relation m(x, y) = n (Fig. 4-a) , defined in [12] , specifies n occurrences of the binary relation (x, y). Where x ∈ X, y ∈ Y -are elements of corresponding sets.
SEAM multi-relations part and use (Fig. 4-b ,c) between properties P and Q, and P and T , where P, Q, T ∈ P, specify 'relations with multiplicities' between instances x : P, y : Q, z : T of corresponding properties. SEAM multi-relations part and use on P are defined by pairs of total functions:
There are at least n 1 and at most n 2 instances of property P for each instance of Q: 
There are at least r 1 and at most r 2 instances of property T used (or referenced) by each instance of property P:
Above, n and r are the corresponding actual number of instances. Figure 5 -a illustrates the part-of relation between properties P and Q: part sup (P, Q) = M 1 ; part inf (P, Q) = 0 , where 'P is a part of Q' and there exist at most M 1 instances of P for each instance of Q. x 1 , .., x M 1 -is a list of available instance names. Example 2. Figure 5 -b illustrates the use relation between properties P and T : part sup (P, T ) = M 2 ; part inf (P, T ) = 0 , where 'P references (uses) Q' and there exist at most M 2 references on T for each instance of P. y 1 , .., y M 2 -is a list of available reference names.
Example 1.
Similarly to [13] , we define a relation composition • of SEAM multi-relations ( Fig. 6 :
Identity relation I is a neutral element:
For properties P, Q, R ∈ P we write:
where the following holds: (
We define the exponentiation for SEAM multi-relations on P as sm n = sm • sm..
• sm (n-times), putting sm 0 = I -identity relation. We define a transitive closure sm + (P 1 , P 2 ) on P iff there exists a sequence of elements Q i ∈ P, i = 1..n such that P 1 = Q 1 and
sm n inf and sm
Here sm n (P 1 , P 2 ) is an n-step path from P 1 to P 2 .
'Part-Of'
A part-of relation between properties P and Q (Fig. 4-b) specifies the fact that property P is a part of a data type, defined by property Q (see Example 1). Property P can be a part of one and only one compound property, i.e. part-of relations is functional:
Property P cannot be a part of itself, and there is no path of one or more legs that starts at P and leads back to P, i.e. part-of relations is cycle-free, as defined in [13] :
We define a part-of relation between a property and a system (a working object):
Here, part-of relation specifies a collection of instances of P provided by the system. These instances can be identified with the global variables of the system. Example 3. Figure 5 -a illustrates the part-of relation where 'Q is a part of Spec1' and there exist at most M instances of Q in Spec1: part sup (Q) = M; part inf (Q) = 1, and y 1 , .., y M -is a list of available instance names.
Dynamic creation and deletion of property instances is an important issue that can be specified on the diagram, using part-of relations, prior to model simulation. We generalize the assertion that part-of relation is functional eq.(6) for the part-of relation compositions: Lemma 1. For each ordered pair of properties < P 1 , P 2 > there exists at most 1 sequence of properties Q 1 , .., Q n ∈ P with P 1 = Q 1 and a corresponding sequence of partof relations
Here part n (P 1 , P 2 ) is a path from P 1 to P 2 of the length n, where 'P 1 is a part of Q 2 , and Q 2 is a part of Q 3 , and .. and Q n is a part of P 2 '.
This lemma stipulates that between two properties can be found at most one sequence of 'part-of' relations of an arbitrary length and this sequence is linear. We can generalize the definition of part-of relations for relation composition: Definition 1. If for two properties P and Q there exists some n > 0 such that part n (P, Q) = / 0 then Q contains P as a part.
Corollary 1.
For each property P there exists at most one property Q ∈ P such that Q contains P as a part, and part n max (P, Q) = part + (P, Q) = / 0 Here n max -is the longest path that starts at P and finishes at Q.
By Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 we can calculate the maximum and minimum number of instances of property P in the system S:
'Use'
A use relation between properties P and T (Fig. 4 -c) specifies the fact that property P references property T (see Example 2). Property T can be referenced by multiple compound properties, i.e. use relations is non-functional:
Property T can be referenced by itself, i.e. use relations can be cyclic as defined in [13] :
We can calculate the number of references to T in the system:
and the maximum number of references: Re f max (T ) = max
From Property-Property Relations to Specification Well-Formedness and Consistency
PP-relations define a data structure in SEAM specifications. To obtain the well-formed data structure, the following must be ensured for each system property P: -Property P can be a part of one and only one compound property or a working object; -Property P cannot be a part of itself, and there is no path of two or more legs that starts at P and leads back to P. Formalization of PP-relations enables us to detect errors concerned with data structure inconsistency. For example, an instantiation deficiency, when for some property P the number of declared instances in the specification Inst max (P) is less then required by the system (specified by references from other properties):
∃ Q ∈ P | Re f max (Q, P) > Inst max (P) Example 5. In Fig. 5 -c, property P is referenced by two properties T and W . To avoid instantiation deficiency, the specification must guarantee that max{M 4 , M 3 } ≤ M, i.e. the number of references on P from either W or T must not exceed the number of instances M of P, defined by the specification.
A free-floating property is a data type that is not instantiated in the system. 
